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Abstract. The identification of the mass of the integrator at zero is made

for the integral representation obtained by Reuter and Ledermann for the

transition probabilities of birth and death processes. An ergodic theorem is

given as an application of this result.

1. Introduction. In a fundamental paper on the backward and forward

differential equations of the simple birth and death process, W. Ledermann

and G. E. H. Reuter (1954) obtained by elementary methods an integral

representation for the transition probabilities of the minimal process. Later, S.

Karlin and J. L. McGregor (1957a) developed a more complete representation

theory by deriving integral representations which are in correspondence with

the solutions to certain moment problems. Part of the beauty of these

representations lies in the ease with which one can get at the asymptotic

behavior of the transition probabilities. In particular, an explicit formula for

the limiting distribution can be written down once the mass of the integrator

at the origin is known. In the Karlin-McGregor representation the mass of the

integrator is obtained by an appeal to the theory of moment problems.

However, Ledermann and Reuter left this problem unsolved for their repre-

sentation [2, p. 345]. In this annoucement we shall identify the mass of the

integrator at the origin without going outside the boundaries of the Reuter-

Ledermann exposition; the essential ingredients of which are calculus, linear

algebra, and the weak convergence of distributions. This result extends the

applicability of the Reuter-Ledermann representation while preserving its

remarkable simplicity and accessibility.

2. Notation. The birth and death parameters are A0, Xx, ..., u,, p2, .... In

the case A0 = 0 the problem was solved by Ledermann and Reuter. Conse-

quently, we will assume that all of the parameters are strictly positive real

numbers. We shall use exactly the same notation as used in [2], but for ease of

reference we shall introduce some of it as we go along.

3. The identification. In the notation of Ledermann and Reuter [2, p. 344],

p0 is the mass of the integrator at zero.

Theorem, (a) p0 = 0 //2™=0 co„/A„ = oo.

(b) p0 = (A¿ 2^=0 W«A«)~ if 2^=0 «>JXn < oo, where co0 = 1, co„

= (\ •••À„)/(u, ••■/*„).
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Proof. The proof of (a) is contained in the work of Ledermann and Reuter

[2, p. 345].
It follows from the representation that

hm fJt) = /,_,w d.,_,(0)p0 = À5r • p0,
/—»00 A:

J

where /_, = A0, /0 = I, lk = (A, • • -Xk) (k > 1), and m0 = 1, mk

= (px ■ ■ ■ ¡ik)~~ (k > 1). Since the transition probabilities {/y(/)} are substo-

chastic.it follows that

Po < wsr-
Our job is to show the reverse inequality. Since the integrator, p, is the weak

limit of a sequence, {p^}, whose masses at zero are known [2, pp. 337-340],

we can apply Alexandrov's Theorem from the theory of weak convergence of

distributions [1, Theorem 2.1, p. 11] to get

Po = P((0}) > hm suP PW({0})
n—>oo

0) /" n  2\-'
= limsup(  2  4-iw*{<í>fc-i(41 )}   )    ■

Now, ¿)^_,(x) is a polynomial of degree k having k distinct real zeroes with

<*bk) < «o"' < 0 as its largest zero [2, p. 330]. Moreover, </>*_,(0) « X0/lk_x

> 0. The A: - 1 zeroes of the derivative of d>^_,(x) all being accounted for by

the Mean Value Theorem of elementary calculus, it now follows that

0<^-,(«o"))<^-i(0) = A0//,_1

for k = 0, 1, ..., n.

Substituting this into (l),we get

po> U i r) '•

As a corollary we can write down the usual ergodic theorem.

Corollary.

lim .4(0 = iOj/Xj i £*,
'^oo   " JI     J n = 0 Xn

where the right-hand side is zero //2«^=o W«/An = <»•
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